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Quantum dynamics of interstitial H2 in solid C60
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We present a neutron-scattering study of the quantum dynamics of molecular hydrogen trapped inside solid
C60. The loading isotherm is shown to deviate significantly from a standard Langmuir response and follows
instead an exponential form, increasing from 40% filling at 130 atm to 90% at 700 atm. Diffraction data
confirm that the adsorbed molecules are randomly oriented and sit exclusively at the octahedral site. Inelastic
neutron scattering clearly shows the ortho to para conversion of the interstitial hydrogen, which occurs via a
transition from theJ51 to J50 rotational levels. The level scheme shows relatively minor deviations~on the
order of a few percent! from the free rotor model with the splitting in the excited level being the same, 0.7
meV, for both H2 and D2. In contrast the shift in the overall level, which is shown to depend critically upon
zero-point motion is almost three times greater for H2 than D2. We also identify the translational modes of the
trapped molecules which occur at a much higher energy than would be classically predicted and have an
isotopic shift on the order ofA2.2. Quantum-mechanical model calculations within theself-consistent har-
monicapproximation indicate that zero-point motion of H2 molecules in the ground state play the central role
in understanding the experimental results, and in particular the high energy of the translational modes and the
magnitude of their isotopic shift.@S0163-1829~99!03133-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their large spherical shape, C60 molecules form an
fcc lattice in which there are two tetrahedral~T! and one
octahedral~O! interstitial site per molecule. These sites a
large enough to accommodate a variety of atomic and
lecular species, the presence of which can significantly in
ence the properties of C60. Most notable are the alkali-dope
C60 compounds which display superconductivity at reas
ably high temperature. More recent studies have looke
the behavior of less reactive dopants showing that He,
H2 , N2 , H2O, CO, and O2 all enter into the C60 lattice
interstitially,1–6 however relatively little has been done o
understanding the nature of the interactions with the trap
species.

In this paper we report a neutron-scattering study of
low-temperature dynamics of molecular hydrogen trappe
the interstitial sites of C60. The molecules form an almos
perfect example of a three-dimensional quantum rotor i
solid with energy levels given by

EJ5BJ~J11!, ~1!

where B is the rotational constant andJ is the rotational
quantum number. Due to the simplicity of the model it
easy to probe the effects of relatively weak interactions w
the host lattice which lead to a departure from free ro
behavior. This in turn leads to accurate information about
symmetry of the host and the nature of the intermolecu
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~9!/6439~13!/$15.00
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interactions between the hydrogen and the C60 molecules.
The inherent quantum nature of the resultant dynam
makes this study of particular interest and the large incoh
ent scattering cross section of hydrogen, makes inelastic
tron scattering~INS! the ideal tool to study the behavior.

Since H2 is composed of two indistinguishable fermion
the rules of quantum statistics constrain it to have an ove
antisymmetric wave function. If the spin part of the wa
function is antisymmetric under exchange of nuclei then
spatial part must be symmetric. And similarly if the spin pa
is symmetric then the spatial part must be antisymmet
This leads to two kinds of hydrogen: para H2, which is the
minority species at room temperature, has even valuesJ
and antiparallel nuclear spins, and ortho H2, the majority
species with odd values ofJ and parallel nuclear spins.7

These properties are summarized in Table I.7 At low tem-
perature in the condensed phases only theJ50 and J51
levels are thermally populated. Because relaxation to the
ergetically favorable para state can only occur via a flipp
of the nuclear spin, ortho H2 persists for long periods of time
~on the order of days for pure H2) even at the lowest of
temperatures. In the absence of any relaxation the ratio
ortho to para molecules remains fixed at the roo
temperature value which is simply determined by the sta
tical weight of the the two species. At low temperature 3/4
the molecules are trapped in theJ51 ortho state.

In a similar way, D2 which is composed of two indistin
guishable bosons is also subject to constraints such tha
overall wave function must be symmetric under exchange
6439 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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6440 PRB 60S. A. FITZGERALD et al.
the two nuclei. For D2 the symmetric spin states occur forI,
the total molecular nuclear spin equal to either 0 or 2.
shown in Table I this leads to 2/3 of the molecules hav
even values ofJ and 1/3 having odd. In the absence of a
relaxation 1/3 of the molecules will be trapped in theJ51
state at low temperature. Since this is the minority spec
~as opposed to H2 where J51 is more abundant! it is re-
ferred to as the para state. Finally, we note that for both2
and D2 all other excitations of comparable energy which
not involve a conversion between ortho and para states
rapidly ‘‘frozen out’’ at low temperature. Hence incohere
neutron scattering, which can flip the nuclear spin via
magnetic moment of the neutron, is able to probe the ro
tional ortho and para conversions without contaminat
from any other excitations.

In the orientationally disordered phase of C60 the potential
felt by H2 molecules in theO site has Oh symmetry, leading
to an accidental degeneracy among theJ51 levels. How-
ever, in the low-temperaturePa3̄ structure, the symmetry o
the potential is lowered toS6 and the degeneracy is remove
Thus the magnitude of the splitting in theJ51 level depends
directly upon the order parameter of the C60 lattice.

In the next section we describe the sample prepara
and data taking techniques. The experimental results are
sented in Sec. III. We first present the elastic neutr
scattering results in which a ‘‘difference Fourier transform
analysis of the C60(D2)x diffraction data clearly shows th
D2 molecules situated randomly at theO sites without any
long-range order. The inelastic neutron-scattering results
shown for both D2 and H2 doped samples. The D2 data is
shown first since the various excitations are well separate
energy making the analysis more straightforward. The res
indicate that the interstitial hydrogen forms a somew
unique system in which the potential is quite rigid for cent
of-mass translation while at the same time being very soft
rotational motion. The hydrogen molecules are shown to
tate quite freely with relatively small perturbations being
troduced by the interactions with the host lattice. Howev
the lack of any significant recoil effect even at temperatu
as high as 200 K allows us to the conclude that the molec
are translationally confined within the interstitial site. This
further confirmed by the existence of very high-energy tra
lational modes in which the entire hydrogen molecule
brates relative to the C60 lattice. Despite the large size of th
O site, these translational modes of are found to be com
rable in energy to that of the rotational transition fromJ
51 to J50.

TABLE I. Symmetery properties of the hydrogen isotopesI
refers to the nuclear spin andJ to the molecular rotational quantum
number.

Isotope I Mol J Nuclear
~Symmetry! ~Symmetry! weight Specie

Hydrogen 0~AS! 0,2,4,6, . . . ~S! 1 Para
~fermion I N51/2) 1 ~S! 1,3,5,7 . . . ~AS! 3 Ortho

Deuterium 0~S! 0,2,4,6 . . . ~S! 1 Ortho
~bosonI N51) 1 ~AS! 1,3,5,7 . . . ~AS! 3 Para

2 ~S! 0,2,4,6 . . . ~S! 5 Ortho
s
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In the analysis section we show that this unusual beha
is due to the large zero-point motion of the H2 molecules in
the O site, leading to a significant departure from the clas
cally predicted interactions. In our model calculations, t
hydrogen-carbon interactions are expressed as a simple
potential within aself-consistent harmonicapproach to show
that the splitting in the rotational mode results from the
teraction with the host lattice while the shift in energy
predominantly due to the coupling between the rotatio
and zero-point motion of the hydrogen. Examination of d
for both D2 and H2 confirms the models predictions fo
translational modes, the magnitude of their isotopic shift, a
the lack of any recoil effect in the rotational transitions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The sample consisting of 10 g of commercially obtain
pure C60 powder was first heated under vacuum at 450 K
2 days to remove any traces of solvent. The powder w
sealed inside a high-pressure aluminum cell, the system
evacuated and hydrogen gas was introduced directly fro
standard cylinder at a pressure of 130 atm. In those ca
where a higher loading pressure was desired the gas
introduced at temperatures as low as 50 K. The system c
then be isolated and heated back to room temperatur
achieve pressures on the order of 750 atm. Our results i
cate that maintaining the pressure for 5 h with the sample
kept at a temperature of 323 K was sufficient to achie
complete loading for the given pressure. Once loaded,
sample was cooled below 150 K thereby ‘‘freezing’’ the i
terstitial H2 inside the C60 lattice. At that point all the free
gas around the sample could be pumped away. After com
tion of the neutron-scattering experiments the sample
again heated to 330 K. Over the course of 24 h the trap
hydrogen was allowed to outgas into a vessel of known v
ume and hence the quantity of hydrogen that was origin
trapped in the lattice was determined. The diffraction d
were obtained using the NIST 32-detector high-resolut
powder diffractometer at BT-1.8 Scans were taken over
period of 24 h with the sample at a temperature of 10 K a
the diffractometer operating at a wavelength at 1.54 Å. T
incoherent inelastic neutron-scattering data were obtai
using the NIST Fermi-Chopper time-of-flight~TOF!
spectrometer.9 An incident beam monochromated by doub
Bragg reflection from two pyrolytric graphite~002! crystals
to a wavelength of 4.8 Å was used to produce a resolution
0.14 meV at the elastic position. At high-energy gain t
resolution of the spectrometer increases roughly linearly w
energy leading to a resolution of 1.1 meV for an energy g
of 15 meV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Loading isotherms

The loading isotherm data were obtained at 323 K w
the C60 powder exposed to a constant pressure of H2 gas for
5 h. The quantity of H2 loaded into the sample was dete
mined by measuring the outgassing from the sample a
first removing all external gas at low temperature. The ac
racy of this technique was confirmed by neutron-diffracti
analysis. The two methods showed the same site occup
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PRB 60 6441QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF INTERSTITIAL H2 IN SOLID C60
to within 2% absolute, for a standard loading pressure of
atm. Figure 1 shows the results expressed in terms of
fraction ofO sites that are filled for a series of loading pre
sures ranging up to 750 atm. In agreement with Henr
Law, at low pressures the loading isotherm approaches
earity with a Henry constant of 0.4 atm21. The occupancy
increases smoothly with pressure before saturating at a v
approaching 100%. As shown in Fig. 1 the data follow ve
closely to the simple empirical equation

n512exp~2P/P0! ~2!

with P05240 atm. In comparison Ne, which follows th
same functional form, has a value ofP05990 atm4. The
physical origin of this functional form is not clear to us at t
moment. Most sorption systems are very well described
the standardLangmuir isotherm

n5P/~P1P0!, ~3!

which is linear in the pressure at low concentration, with
probability constant (1/P0) that depends exponentially o
the binding energy to the sorption site. The Langmuir is
therm is based on a noninteracting lattice-gas model with
assumptions that~1! each adsorbed molecule has a sorpt
potential energye0, which is independent of both loadin
pressure and the amount of loading;~2! the host lattice~i.e.,
C60) hasN sites~i.e.,O sites!, each of which may have eithe
0 or 1 molecules; and~3! the adsorbed atoms are distribut
randomly over the sites and do not interact with each oth
It might appear that these assumptions are valid for
C60-H2 system however, the results shown in Fig. 1 indic
that the Langmuir isotherm produces quite a poor fit to
experimental data~dashed line!. A possible reason for the
failure of the Langmuir isotherm could be that the bindi
energye0 has a small pressure dependence. Similarly
interactions between the adsorbed H2 molecules, although
small are not negligible, and this could also lead to a dep
ture from a Langmuir behavior. Currently, we are consid
ing how to incorporate these ideas into a more comp
theoretical model.

FIG. 1. Isothermal loading pressure curve~dots! at 323 K for H2

in C60. The solid line is obtained from the empirical relationn
512exp(2P/P0) with P05240 atm. The dashed line shows th
best fit to the data based on Langmuir isothermn5P/(P1P0).
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B. Diffraction data

The fcc structure of solid C60 has twoT and oneO inter-
stitial site per molecule. TheT site has an effective radius o
1.13 Å while theO site is 2.06 Å.1 Since hydrogen has a va
der Waals radius of 1.2 Å,10 we would not expect it to oc-
cupy T sites, at least at the moderate pressures used in
study. In our case the location of the interstitial molecules
determined by neutron powder diffraction. Due to the lar
incoherent cross section of H2 the diffraction data were ob
tained on a sample of C60 doped with D2. The resulting pow-
der pattern taken at 10 K along with the final Rietveld r
finement is shown in Fig. 2.

The initial refinement of the diffraction data, was pe
formed using the the model of Davidet al.11,12 for pure solid
C60 without any consideration of the D2 molecules.13 The
refined values of the carbon positions, molecular orien
tions, temperature factors, etc. were all found to be v
similar to those of pure C60, indicating that the presence o
D2 does not affect the lattice structure significantly. T
overall agreement with the data was reasonably good lea
to a weightedR factor ~goodness of fit! of 11%.13 However,
it was clear that a significant scattering density was abs
from the refinement. In order to determine the location
this missing scattering density, we calculated thedifference
Fourier transformbetween the data and the pure C60 refine-
ment model. A continuous contour plot of thisdifference
Fourier transformin the ~100! plane is shown in Fig. 3. The
intense spots located at theO sites show quite dramatically
that the missing scattering density is located at theO sites.

A complete analysis of the data in which we refined t
occupancy of D2 in both theO andT sites confirmed a zero
site occupancy for theT site and a finite occupancy for theO
site.14 The goodness of fit (R factor! as a function ofO
occupancy is shown in the inset to Fig. 2. For the test sam
the best fit with a weightedR factor of 8.9% was obtained fo
a D2 occupancy of roughly 40%. The improvement in th
weightedR factor is quite significant and the 40% occupan

FIG. 2. Neutron powder-diffraction pattern~dots! of C60(D2)x

taken at 10 K, a Rietveld profile refinement~solid curve! ~Ref. 13!
based on pure C60 model with D2 occupying the octahedral sites
and a difference plot~bottom!. The inset shows how the goodne
of the fit ~weightedR factor! changes with the occupancy of th
octahedral D2. The best fit with a weightedR factor of 8.9% is
obtained when 40% of the octahedral sites are filled.
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6442 PRB 60S. A. FITZGERALD et al.
number is in good agreement with the outgassing results
cussed in the previous section.

The powder-diffraction pattern, did not show any sup
lattice peaks associated with ordering of D2 in O sites and
hence we conclude that~1! the D2 molecules occupy theO
sites in a random fashion without any long-range order
and ~2! the presence of D2 in solid C60 causes only minor
perturbation to the structure of the host lattice as would
expected from the large size of theO sites. The refinemen
also indicated that the root-mean-square~rms! thermal dis-
placement of D2 in O sites was on the order of̂u2&
'0.15 Å2, which is unusually large for a temperature of 1
K. We believe that this large value of^u2& is mainly due to
zero-point motion of the D2 molecules in the large cavities o
theO sites. In the next section we show that this behavio
confirmed by the inelastic-scattering results.

C. Inelastic neutron-scattering results

1. D2 in C60

The inelastic neutron scattering was performed on60
powder in the same cell and prepared under the same co
tion as those used for the diffraction study. D2 having twice
the mass of H2 but the same internuclear separation ha
rotational constant which is half that of H2 and therefore its
J51 to J50 transition occurs at 7.35 meV.15 Deuterium’s
relatively low incoherent neutron cross section required u
average the data for three days, while keeping the samp
10 K for the whole time. Figure 4 shows the TOF neutr
energy gain spectrum of C60 with a 40% D2 occupancy in the
O site. The results have been integrated over all detec
covering aQ range from 2 to 4 Å21. The rotational transi-
tion is seen to have been split into two peaks centered a
and 6.7 meV with a full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
0.6 and 0.5 meV, respectively. Since the resolution of
spectrometer is energy dependent both peaks are in fact

FIG. 3. A difference Fourier transform between the Rietve
refinement model of pure C60 ~without D2) and the neutron powder
diffraction pattern of C60(D2)x shown in Fig. 2. Continuous contou
plot shows the residual scattering density in the~100! plane. The
excess scattering density~dark spots! illustrate very clearly that the
D2 molecules are randomly oriented in the octahedral sites.
dashed circles have been added to show the location of the60
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lution limited. As we explain in the analysis section, th
interactions with the C60 lattice cause theJ51 rotational
level to be split into anE state with a degeneracy of two an
anA state with a degeneracy of one. The intrinsic ratio of t
transition strength to the ground state is thus2:1. However,
the ratio of the observed intensity is modified by the therm
population factor such that the spectrum is modeled as

I 5I BG1I 0~2e2(EE2EA)/kBTe2a(E2EE)2
1e2b(E2EA)2

!,
~4!

where I BG is the background correction,I 0 is the overall
scaling factor for the two peaks,EE andEA are the energy of
the doublet and singlet mode, respectively, anda and b
determine their FWHM. The fit shown in Fig. 4 is quit
good, and indicates a splitting of 0.7 meV with the over
center of mass of the para to ortho transition situated at
meV, a shift of 0.15 meV relative to free D2.

Figure 5 shows the TOF data at higher temperatures
erenced to that of the pure C60 sample. The two peaks at
meV are still present, however, with increasing temperat
the spectra are dominated by a broad feature centered a
meV. The fact that the strength of the 7 meV peaks sh
almost no temperature dependence further confirms that
arise from a para to ortho rotational transition. A 7 meV

e

FIG. 4. Time-of-flight neutron energy gain data taken on
C60(D2)x sample at 10 K. The data is fit to two Gaussian pea
centered at 7.4 and 6.7 meV using Eq.~4!.

FIG. 5. Time-of-flight neutron energy gain data taken on
C60(D2)x at a series of temperatures. Each curve has been re
enced to that of a pure C60 sample. Error bars have been omitted f
clarity but are on the order of the noise that is present in the b
line.
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PRB 60 6443QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF INTERSTITIAL H2 IN SOLID C60
excitation in a system which is in thermal equilibrium wou
increase in strength by more than three orders of magni
on changing temperature from 10 to 80 K.

In contrast to the behavior of the rotational transitions
see that the 9.2 meV peak, which is negligible at 10 K d
increases in strength between 30 and 80 K in accorda
with the well-known thermal Bose factor. This thermal b
havior and the energy of the peak are both consistent wi
translational mode in which the D2 molecule as a whole
vibrates against the C60 lattice. This will be discussed in
more detail in the analysis section. Finally, we note that
9.2 meV peak has a definite asymmetry suggesting that
composed of at least two modes in the region of 9–10 m

2. H2 in C60

Figure 6 shows the neutron energy gain spectrum of60
loaded with 40% H2. Although the spectrum consists of ju
the one peak centered at 14.3 meV, an examination of
~4! shows that the data can be modeled by two resolut
limited peaks at 13.9 and 14.6 meV, respectively. The sp
ting of 0.7 meV is in fact the same as that of D2 and it is
merely the fact that the spectrometer has a much lower r
lution ~1.1 meV at 15 meV! at higher energy that makes th
transition appear as a single peak. The center of mas
14.35 meV is almost double our results for D2 and corre-
sponds to a shift of 2.4% from that of pure hydrogen at 1
meV.16 The relatively small shift in energy implies that th
interstitial hydrogen is rotationally quite free. However, t
fact that the peaks are still resolution limited at a tempera
of 30 K indicates that the hydrogen is translationally bou
to the lattice. If the hydrogen were not bound, the rec
effect from the neutron impact would lead to a broadening
up to 16 meV for theQ range covered in our experiment.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the en
gain spectrum. The main peak appears to shift slightly
lower energy with increasing temperature while broaden
from a FWHM of 1.4 meV at 30 K to 4.2 meV at 200 K
However, this could also be explained in terms of the sho
ders on both the high- and low-energy sides of the main p
which become stronger with increasing temperature. In a
tion to the main peak, all the higher temperature spectra c
tain a secondary peak centered at 28.0 meV. This is in
correct energy range for theJ52 to J51 rotational transi-
tion which occurs at 29.4 meV in free hydrogen. Howev

FIG. 6. Time-of-flight neutron energy gain data taken on
C60(H2)x sample at 30 K. The data is fit to two Gaussian pea
centered at 13.9 and 14.6 meV using Eq.~4!.
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for this transition to occur, theJ52 level at 44 meV has to
be thermally populated. At 80 K, less than 0.1% of the p
molecules would be excited into theJ52 level and hence
the transition strength should be negligible. Another puz
connected with Fig. 7 is the absence of any obvious featu
corresponding to the 9–10 meV translational peaks in the2
spectrum. For a translational mode the simple isotopic s
of A2 predicts that there should be peaks in the H2 spectrum
in the region of 13–14 meV. It is possible that interactio
with the lattice could have modified the isotopic shift su
that the translational modes occur close enough in energ
the rotational peaks for the two excitations to appear as
broad feature in the high-temperature spectra shown in
7. In contrast to the behavior for D2 we would not expect the
H2 translational modes to dominate at higher temperatu
since the ratio of the incoherent to coherent scattering c
section is extremely large in H2 thus enhancing the strengt
of its rotational transitions relative to the translational mod

In an attempt to isolate the translational modes of the2
doped sample, we used energy-loss measurements which
observe these modes even at the lowest temperature.
measurements were performed on the QENS spectromet
Argonne National Laboratory which has a better energy re
lution of 0.3 meV at 14 meV. The results presented in Fig
show at least three features centered at 13.4, 14.2, and
meV, respectively. It appears that these features result f
various translational modes plus the two rotational tran
tions observed in the neutron energy-gain spectra. Howe

s
FIG. 7. Time-of-flight neutron gain data taken on a C60(H2)x at

a series of temperatures. Each curve has been referenced to t
a pure C60 sample. Error bars have been omitted for clarity but a
on the order of the noise that is present in the base line.

FIG. 8. QENS neutron energy loss data taken at 4.2 K. T
curve is the sum of scattering at angles of 40, 90, and 130 deg
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none of the peaks are completely resolved and it is still
possible to assign specific features to specific modes
would have been useful to perform similar measurements
a C60(D2)0.4 however a predicted beam time requirement
the order of 10 days made this impractical. The exten
picture of the QENS loss data shown in Fig. 9, conta
broad features at 29 and 44 meV. The peak at 29 meV sh
definite evidence for more than one component and it is q
likely that one of these is the result of a transition from t
J51 to J52 rotational states. It would however, be impo
sible for the 44 meV peak to arise from either aJ52 to a
J53 rotational transition (J52 level is not populated at 4.2
K! or from aJ50 to aJ52 rotational transition which can
only occur via coherent scattering and would be too weak
account for the intensity of the observed peak.17 It now ap-
pears that these higher energy features are the result of
tiphonon transitions involving the translational modes. T
is consistent with the data in that each higher-order proce
broader and less intense than the previous.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. The potential function

In this section, we present quantum-mechanical calc
tions of the dynamics of H2 molecules trapped in theO sites
of solid C60. We assume that the C60 molecules are located
on a fcc lattice in their equilibriumPa3̄ orientations and tha
the dynamics of the interstitial H2 are determined by the
external potential produced by the surrounding C60 mol-
ecules. The local environment of a H2 molecule in the octa-
hedral site is schematically shown in Fig. 10. We ignore
interactions between H2 molecules as well as the effect of H2
on the host lattice. Hence, our model neglects coopera
effects which should have essentially no influence on
rotational and vibrational excitations of individual H2 mol-
ecules. We also neglect the minor orientational defects
served in C60 in the following analysis. In the present wor
our first goal is to determine those properties that can
explained without introducing any second-order effects d
to the minor orientational disorder. We note that the diff
ence in the relative orientation of the C60 molecules between
the major and minorPa3̄ orientations is very small~pen-
tagonal faces become hexagonal and vice versa! and hence,

FIG. 9. QENS neutron energy loss data at 4.2 K shown ove
extended energy range. Error bars have been omitted for clarity
are on the order of the noise that is present in the base line.
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the local crystal field is expected to be largely unaffected
the presence of molecules with minor orientations.

The potential felt by a H2 molecule in the octahedral sit
can be modeled in terms of a van der Waals interaction w
the six surrounding C60 molecules. This is well described b
an atom-atom potential given by

V~R,V!5 (
i PH2

(
j PC60

$Be2Cri j 2A/r i j
6 %, ~5!

whereR andV5(u,f) are the position vector of the cente
and the orientation of the molecule, respectively, andA, B,
andC are the appropriate parameters for the C-H interacti
A ~the van der Waals contribution to the interaction betwe
C and H! can be estimated from the London formula;18 A
52 3

2 aCaH@ I CI H /I C1I H#'5.53 eV Å6, wherea andI are
the atomic dipole polarizabilities and ionization potentia
respectively.18 B andC in the repulsive term of the potentia
~the exchange contribution! are usually estimated by fitting
large number of experimental data on similar systems. P
sin and Kitaigordsky18 list various values for the paramete
A, B, andC derived using different models. In this work w
use, without any modification the parameters obtained
the WS77 model in which A55.941 eV Å6, B
5678.2 eV, andC53.67 Å21. We also confirmed that the
results reported here do not change significantly if other
tentials given in Ref. 18 are used.19 Starting from this simple
potential model we use a self-consistent harmonic~SCH!
approach to develop a perturbative theory for the crys
field splitting of the rotationalJ levels of a rigid H2 mol-
ecule. We also show that the interactions give rise to a
nificant coupling between the rotational motion of the H2
molecules and the center-of-mass~CM! vibrations, which
proves to be essential in explaining the experimental dat

B. Center-of-mass motion

First, we examine the variation in the potential with r
spect to the CM position of a H2 ~or D2) molecule. Due to
the large octahedral site, the weak van der Waals inte
tions, and the light mass of H2 we would expect the molecule
to have a large zero-point motion. The system, therefo
needs to be treated using quantum-mechanical techniqu

n
ut

FIG. 10. A schematic representation of the local environmen
a H2 molecule trapped in the octahedral site of solid C60. The large
black spheres represent C60 molecules. The large grey sphere ind
cates the void in the octahedral site in which H2 molecule performs
zero-point vibration. As discussed in the text, all calculated phys
quantities are renormalized significantly due to this zero-point
bration.
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which the rotational levels, phonon states, etc. are calcul
by averaging over the zero-point motion of the ground-st
phonon wave function. Figure 11 shows the potential ene
for a H2 molecule translating along the@111# and @1-10#
direction.19 At the same time it is necessary to consider
orientation of the H2 molecule. The particular curves show
are calculated for the case in which the molecule is in
J50 rotational state~spherically symmetric!. First we con-
sider a classical harmonic model~dotted line! in which zero-
point motion is neglected. The curvature of the poten
function yields frequenciesvA'9.64 meV~top panel! and
vE'10.95 meV~bottom panel!, respectively. These value
are much smaller than those of the experimental pe
shown in Fig. 8, which are on the order of 14 meV. In ad
tion, the calculated frequencies predict a very large me
square amplitude for the zero-point motion

^u2&'
3\

2mv
'0.2 Å2 ~6!

and hence, the classical harmonic approximation is show
be seriously inadequate and we must use a full quant
mechanical approach.

The first approximation is to average the anisotropic
teractionV(R,V) over the range of the zero-point motion
a H2 molecule while keeping the orientation,V, fixed. We
denote the resulting potential byV̄(r ,V) which represents
the static renormalization ofV(r ,V) as a result of the zero
point motion, where ‘‘static’’ refers to the averaging bein
performed for constantV;

FIG. 11. Potential energy as a function of the position of
center of a para-H2 molecule (J50) along the (111) direction~top
panel! and along the~1-10! direction ~bottom panel!. The classical
case with no averaging over zero-point vibration is shown by
dotted line. The SCH approach with quantum averaging is sho
for both H2 ~dashed! and D2 ~solid!. Note that the isotope effect i
significantly renormalized from the expected value ofA2.
ed
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V̄~r ,V!5^0uV~R,V!u0&, ~7!

wherer now represents the center of thezero-point motion
distributionof the H2 molecule and can be used as an app
priate expansion parameter. In order to perform the requ
averaging, we introduce a simple model for the zero-po
motion. We assume that it can be described by a Gaus
distribution corresponding to the ground state of a sim
harmonic oscillator:

u0&5Ne2(1/2)(
a,b

uaGa,bub, ~8!

whereN is the normalization constant and the matrixG con-
tains the anisotropic parameters, which define the spatial
tribution of the zero-point vibrations. The square root ofG is
related to the dynamical matrix of the system from which t
normal modes are calculated and in turn the new grou
state wave function. As described in Appendix B~the SCH
approach! these calculations are repeated iteratively until
obtain self-consistent values forG.

By modeling the zero-point motion with a Gaussian d
tribution we are able to perform the averaging proced
analytically. The obtained values are accurate to the des
order of^u2&/d2 where^u2& is the mean-square value for th
zero-point motion andd is the average distance between t
center of the H2 molecule and the carbon atoms of the C60
molecules. For our particular system, this ratio is about 0.
and we perform the expansion to second order. The ana
cal expression for the renormalized potential,V̄(r ,V), to
second order is derived in Appendix B and given by

V̄~r ,V!5 (
i PH2

(
j PC60

$B~r i j !e
2Cri j 2A~r i j !/r i j

6 %, ~9!

where B(r i j ) and A(r i j ) are the renormalized paramete
given as

B~r !5B3S 11
1

2 (
a,b

^0uuaubu0&

3H F1

r
1CGCrar b

r 2
2

da,bC

r J D ,

A~r !5A3S 11(
a,b

^0uuaubu0&H 24r ar b

r 4
2

3da,b

r 2 J D .

~10!

The net result of this zero-point averaging is to modify t
C-H interactions by up to 30% from that of the classic
model. The solid~dashed! line in Fig. 11 shows the radia
part of the renormalized potential along@111# ~top panel!
and@1-10# ~bottom! directions for the case of H2 (D2) in the
J50 rotational state. Comparing the classical and quan
case, we see that the renormalized potentials are much s
for both H2 and D2. The renormalized phonon frequencie
are now around 14.9 and 10.0 meV for H2 and D2, respec-
tively. The self-consistent values of the^uaub&, the phonon
frequencies and the zero-point energies~ZPE’s! for uJM&
states are are listed in Table II. These values are now in g

e
n
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TABLE II. Self-consistent values of thêuaub& and the corresponding local phonon modes~in meV! of

H2 ~left! and D2 ~right! molecules trapped in the octahedral site of solid C60 with Pa3̄ ordering.vA andvE

represent the single and double degenerate phonons, respectively. The last columns of the left (H2) and right
(D2) panels of the table give the zero-point energy (ZPE5

1
2 ( iv i) from which the additional splitting and

downward shift of the center of gravity~CG! of the uJM& levels are apparent.

H2 D2

uJM& ^ua
2& ^uaub& vA vE

1
2 ( iv i ^ua

2& ^uaub& vA vE
1
2 ( iv i

00 0.0664 0.0020 13.62 14.92 21.72 0.0499 0.0016 9.02 9.93 14
10 0.0668 0.0023 13.43 14.60 21.31 0.0503 0.0019 8.89 9.67 14

161 0.0662 0.0019 13.51 14.73 21.48 0.0498 0.0015 9.08 9.88 14
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agreement with the experimental data presented in the p
ous section. The isotope effect from our calculations is n

S vH2

vD2

D 2

'2.3, ~11!

which is significantly larger than the classical value of 2
and in good agreement with the observed value of 2.2. T
large isotope effect occurs because the lighter mass o2
leads to a large zero-point motion and therefore a sign
cantly larger renormalization of the parameters in the in
action potential while for D2, the renormalization effect is
reduced and for much larger molecules, such as CH4, the
effect of the zero-point motion is negligible and hence
SCH approach is reduced to the classical case.

C. Rotational levels

Next we study the splitting of the rotationalJ levels due
to interaction potentialV̄(r ,V) where we again have to con
sider the effect of the zero-point motion. Figure 12 shows
vi-
w

is

-
r-

e

e

projection of the five-dimensional potential,V(R,V), in u
2f plane. This projection describes the potential felt by t
H2 molecule in terms of its orientation. In the left panel w
show the potential contour plot for the high-temperatu
phase in which the C60 molecules are orientationally disor
dered and, therefore, the potential has Oh symmetry. The
analytical form of the potential assuming spherically dis
dered C60 molecules is given in Appendix A. Consistent wit
Oh symmetry, there are eight minima along@111# axes. The
@100# orientations for H2 correspond to the maxima in th
potential. We note that the barrier between these minim
and maximum orientations is on the order of 1 meV, whi
is much smaller than the energy difference between the
tationalJ levels, and therefore the orientational depende
of the potential is a small perturbation to free rotor behavi

The right panel in Fig. 12 shows the potential in the lo
temperature phase when the C60 molecules are ordered as i
Pa3̄ with a setting angle of 24°.11,12The potential symmetry
is now reduced to that of S6 and only two~the threefold axis
of the S6 symmetry! of the eight@111# orientations are still
d
l

FIG. 12. ~Color! Contour plot of the orientational potential energy surface of H2 molecule ~as viewed along thez axis! when the

surrounding C60 molecules are spherically disordered~left panel, local symmetry is O6) and orientationally ordered as inPa3̄ ~right panel,
site symmetry isS6). Colors from red to blue show the variation of the potential energy surface from2109 to2111 meV. When the C60

molecules are disordered~left! we have eight minima along the~111! directions and six maxima at the~100! directions, which are separate
by a potential barrier of about 1 meV. When C60 molecules are ordered~right!, the threefold axis of theS6 symmetry becomes the globa
minimum while the others become local minima.
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TABLE III. The values of the expansion parametersVlm of the potentialV̄(r ,V) given in Eq.~16! when

C60 molecules are orientationally ordered (Pa3̄) and disordered (Fm3̄m). Thez axis is taken to be along the
threefold axis for both cases.DCF5A9/20pV20 is the splitting of theu00& andu161& levels due to the crysta
field. DT is the total splitting due to both crystal field and ZPE which is obtained from Table II.

Pa3̄ Fm3̄m

V̄(r ,V) SCH (H2) SCH (D2) Clas. (H2 ,D2) SCH (H2) SCH (D2) Clas. (H2 ,D2)

V00 ~meV! 2109.3 2110.6 2114.6 2102.4 2105.3 2114.4
V20 ~meV! 21.20 21.10 20.82 0 0 0
V40 ~meV! 20.40 20.37 20.28 20.59 20.54 20.38
ac 0.845 0.843 0.835 1 1 1
as 1.941 1.944 1.956 1 1 1
DCF ~meV! 0.45 0.42 0.31
DT ~meV! 0.62 0.74 0.31
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minima. As shown below the effect ofPa3̄ ordering can be
well described by adding the spherical harmonic te
Y2

m(u,f) to the total potential. The variation with H2 orien-
tation however, is still perturbatively small and the H2 rota-
tions are so little hindered that the single molecular rotatio
properties can still be described in terms of the molecu
rotational quantum numbersuJM&.

To calculate the actual energy of the levels we start
expanding the intermolecular potential in terms of spher
harmonics

V̄~r ,V!5(
l

(
m52 l

l

VlmYl
m~V!, ~12!

whereVlm is radial value for each angular componentl and
m at the equilibrium position of the CM of H2. The rotational
levels of the H2 molecules can then be obtained by diagon
izing the Hamiltonian

^JMuHuJ8M 8&5BJ~J11!dJ,J8dM ,M81(
l

(
m52 l

l

Vlm

3A~2J11!~2J811!~2l 11!

4p

3~21!MS J l J8

2M m M8
D S J l J8

0 0 0 D ,

~13!

where the last two factors are the Wigner 3j symbols.20

Most of the terms in the above expansion vanish due
the high symmetry of the potential. For spherically diso
dered C60, the local symmetry is Oh and, therefore, the lead
ing terms in a reference frame where thez axis is the three-
fold axis ~which is more convenient than fourfold axis
make the comparison with thePa3̄ case! are

V̄~r ,V!5V001V40FY4
0~V!1A10

7
@Y4

3,c~V!1Y4
3,s~V!#G ,

~14!

where the values ofV00 ~binding energy of H2 to the octa-
hedral site! andV40 are listed in Table III with and withou
l
r

y
l

-

o
-

zero-point averaging for both H2 and D2. HereY4
3,c(V) and

Y4
3,s(V) are defined as

Yl
m,c5

1

A2
@Yl

m1Yl
m* #, Yl

m,s5
2 i

A2
@Yl

m2Yl
m* #, ~15!

whereYl
m* 5(21)mYl

2m .
In the left panel of Fig. 13 we show the splitting of theJ

levels as a function ofV40 where the vertical solid and dotte
lines indicate the calculated values ofV40 with and without
zero-point averaging. Due to the triangular closure relat
of the final term in Eq.~13! the lowestJ value that is split by

FIG. 13. A schematic representation of the splitting of theJ
levels due to the crystal-field effect. The left panel applies to
high-temperature phase with orientationally disordered C60 mol-
ecules in which the potential has Oh symmetry and does not spli
the J51 levels. The right panel shows the additional splitting th
occurs in the low-temperature phase as a result of the orientati
ordering of the C60 molecules. The vertical solid and dotted line
represent the calculated values of the parametersV20 andV40 with
and without zero-point-averaging, respectively. Here A, E, and
indicate that the states are singly, doubly, and triply, degene
respectively.
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6448 PRB 60S. A. FITZGERALD et al.
an octahedral potential isJ52. Thus, in the high-
temperature phase theJ51 levels maintain their degenerac
However, they are subject to splitting when we impose
low-temperature orientational ordering of the C60 molecules.
For a perfectPa3̄ ordering, the local symmetry is reduced
S6 and the leading terms in the expansion of the potential
now

V̄~r ,V!5V001V20Y2
0~V!

1V40FY4
0~V!1A10

7
„acY4

3,c~V!1asY4
3,s~V!…G

~16!

where thez axis is the threefold axis of theS6. Numerical
values of theV00,V20, V40, ac , and as for our particular
potential are listed in Table III. The second term in the abo
expansion of the crystal-field~CF! potential is responsible
for the splitting of theJ51 levels;

DCF5Eu161&2Eu10&52A 9

20p
V20. ~17!

From Table III we note that the SCH approach is essentia
get the required splitting. CF splits the levels by roughly 0
meV for H2 and 0.42 meV for D2. The zero-point energy

( 1
2 ( iv i shown in Table II! shows that the levels are furthe

split due to dependence of the ZPE on theuJM& states. When
DCF is combined with this we obtain a splitting on the ord
of 0.7 meV for both H2 and D2, in excellent agreement with
the experimental results.

In the right panel of Fig. 13 we show how the splitting
the J levels develop asV20 is tuned ~while keepingV40
51 meV andac5as51.! Again the solid and dotted line
indicate the calculated values with and without zero-po
renormalization. Once renormalization is included, the cal
lated splitting of theJ51 levels agree quite well with the
experimental observation. However, despite this good ag
ment, the calculations show the center of the gravity~CG! of
the J levels as unchanged which is in marked contrast to
experimental observations which show a 0.35 and 0.15 m
downward shift in the CG of theJ51 levels, for H2 and D2,
respectively.

The reason for this downward shift is not immediate
obvious. Since the potential contains inversion symme
there are no terms in the expansion with oddl. Thus the
matrix element̂ JMuHuJ8M 8& is zero unless bothJ and J8
are odd or even. In addition, coupling within a singleJ mani-
fold can never lead to a shift in the CG. Therefore, the hi
est term that could lead to a shift is the matrix eleme
linking theJ50 andJ52 states. However, in this case the
levels are widely separated resulting in extremely weak c
pling and therefore any shift in the CG should be very sm
In fact, the bottom panel of Fig. 13 indicates that due to t
tiny coupling betweenJ50 andJ52 states, theJ50 level
is shifted downward by less than 0.01 meV. To explain
observed shift we once more have to consider the effect
the zero-point motion of the H2 molecules. The ground stat
and thus the phonon frequencies of the H2 molecule are dif-
ferent for the differentuJM& states. Hence, they have diffe
ent zero-point energy (ZPE5 1

2 ( iv i). When a transition is
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made from aJ50 to a J51 state these differences in th
ZPE have to be included. In Table II we show the norm
modes of the H2 molecule and the corresponding ZPE f
different uJM& states. From this table one sees that the CG
the J51 levels are shifted downward by about 0.3 meV f
H2 and 0.12 meV for D2, in good agreement with our exper
mental values of 0.45 and 0.15 meV, respectively.

Finally, we note that normal modes of the H2 molecule
depend upon its angular state. Hence the phonon densi
states observed by neutron scattering should contain pe
at the various energies listed in Table II. Our calculatio
predict phonon modes at energies from 14.4 to 15 m
which is in good agreement with the QENS data shown
Fig. 8. The relative intensities of these modes are determ
by the appropriate ortho and para concentrations. Altho
our calculations predict a set of phonons in roughly the c
rect energy range, complete assignment of the QENS
tures shown in Fig. 8 was not possible. However, compar
phonon energies listed in Table II and Fig. 8, it is tempting
conclude that the features observed at energies of 13.5
15 meV are the phonons corresponding to vibrations of2
parallel and perpendicular to thê111& axis, respectively.
The feature observed around 14.0 meV would be then a
perposition of the rotational and remaining phonon exc
tions. Perhaps one of the reasons for the failure of our
culations to assign the features unambiguously is that
have neglected the fact that some of the C60 molecules are
not in their equilibriumPa3̄ orientations. In fact, it is known
that 1/6 are in a defect orientation,11 which lowers the local
symmetry. Currently, we are trying to incorporate the effe
of these defect orientations into a more complete mode
which we solve the five-dimensional Schrodinger equat
for the bound states of the H2 molecule rather that using th
SCH approach outlined above. It is hoped that by doing t
we will be able to fully explain the various features prese
in the spectrum shown in Fig. 8.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed experimental and theore
study of the quantum dynamics of H2 and D2 trapped at the
interstitial sites of solid C60 with emphasis on the transition
between the rotational levels and the density of phon
states. Our conclusions can be summarized as follows:

The sorption of hydrogen into solid C60 forms a system in
which one can study a simple quantum object trapped i
classical matrix. Measuring H2 uptake as a function of pres
sure yielded a loading isotherm which is shown to devi
significantly from a standard Langmuir response and follo
instead an exponential form, increasing from 40% filling
130 atm to 90% at 700 atm.

The elastic neutron-scattering results expressed as a
ference Fourier transform analysis of the C60(D2)x diffrac-
tion data clearly show the D2 molecules situated randomly a
the O sites without any long-range order. Inelastic neutro
scattering results indicate that the interstitial molecules fo
a system in which the potential is quite rigid for center-o
mass translation while at the same time being very soft
rotational motion.

We clearly observed the ortho to para conversion of
interstitial hydrogen, which occurs via a transition from t
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J51 to J50 rotational levels. The excited level is shown
be both split, 0.7 meV and shifted in energy, by 2%, fro
that of free H2. We also identify the translational modes
the trapped H2 which are remarkably high in energy an
have an isotopic shift on the order ofA2.2.

This behavior is shown to be due to large zero-point m
tions of the H2 molecules in theO sites, leading to a signifi-
cant departure from classical predictions. The coupling
tween the rotational and the vibrational motion of t
molecule~zero-point motion!, arising from the dependenc
of the anisotropic intermolecular forces on the H-C distan
gives rise to a downward shift and additional splittings of t
rotational levels as observed in the INS data.

The neutron energy-loss data~see Fig. 8! indicates a range
of features whose identification requires further study. Si
lar experiments for D2 would be very useful in identifying
these detailed features and would also provide precise in
mation about the local potential felt by the H2 molecule. This
in turn would provide information about the defect orien
tion of the C60 molecules in the ordered phase.

Other techniques such as proton NMR and specific h
should prove very interesting in studying this system. Due
the splitting of theJ51 levels there should be a Shottk
anomaly aroundT'D/k, whereD is the splitting of theJ
51 levels. It would be interesting to study the effects
pressure on the system and in particular to determ
whether the influence of an external pressure on the C60 lat-
tice can cause the H2 motion to change from that of a weakl
hindered rotation to that of a confined librational oscillator
a well-defined potential well.

APPENDIX A: INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL
DUE TO ORIENTATIONALLY DISORDERED C 60

In this appendix we perform an averaging over the C60
orientation for the pair-wise potential listed in Eq.~5!. For
this purpose, it is sufficient to consider interaction betwee
hydrogen atom and a spherically disordered C60 molecule as
shown in Fig. 14. The total interaction is the summation
this interaction over two hydrogen atoms and the near
neighbor C60 molecules. As shown in Fig. 14, we chose t
reference frame such that thez axis is the line connecting th
hydrogen atom to the center of the C60 molecule. Then, the
interaction between the hydrogen atom and a spherically
ordered C60 can be written in integral form as

V~r !5
60

4pR2E0

p

du sin~u! f „Ar 21R212rR cos~u!…,

~A1!

FIG. 14. A schematic representation of the local reference fra
in which the interaction between a hydrogen atom and a C60 mol-
ecule is integrated over the C60 orientation. After integration, the
final interaction is solely a function of the distance between the
atom and the center of the C60 molecule.
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whereR and r are the radius of the C60 and the radial dis-
tance between the hydrogen atom and the C60 center, respec-
tively. Here f (r ) is the two-body pairwise potential, whic
contains the two terms 1/r 6 ande2Cr.

For f (r )51/r 2n ~wheren can be three, six, etc.!, one ob-
tains the result

V2n~r !5
15

rR~n21! S 1

~r 2R!2(n21)
2

1

~r 1R!2(n21)D .

~A2!

Similarly, for f (r )5Be2Cr, one gets

Vexp~r !5
30Be2Cr

rRC F S 1

C
1r 2RDeCR2S 1

C
1r 1RDe2CRG .

~A3!

Using these expressions, one can easily calculate the po
tial felt by the H2 molecule in the octahedral field of th
surrounding spherically disordered C60 molecules.

APPENDIX B: RENORMALIZATION
OF THE INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL

DUE TO ZERO-POINT VIBRATION
OF H2 AND SELF-CONSISTENT HARMONIC APPROACH

In this appendix, we first calculate the renormalization
the potential due to the zero-point vibration of the H2 mol-
ecule and then we present the phonon calculations within
self-consistent harmonic approach. We assume a rigid2
molecule whose center of mass performs a zero-point vib
tion described by a Gaussian distribution as stated in Eq.~8!.
Since the molecule is rigid, it is only necessary to obtain
expression for the renormalization due to the effect of
zero-point motion on the interaction between a single hyd
gen atom and a carbon site on the C60 molecule. The total
interaction is then given simply by the sum of the intera
tions between the two hydrogen atoms and all the car
atoms of the six neighboring C60 molecules. We assume tha
the instantaneous interaction between H and C sites is g
by

VCH
ins~R!5 f ~ ur2uu!, ~B1!

where f (r ) is the potential function,u is the displacemen
vector of the hydrogen atom due to zero-point vibration, a
r is the distance between the center of zero-point motion
the carbon atom. The situation is schematically shown in F
15. For our particular system of H2 trapped in the octahedra

e FIG. 15. A schematic representation of the interaction betwee
carbon atom and a hydrogen atom which due to zero-point vib
tions can be anywhere within the large grey sphere. The insta
neous interaction is a function ofur2uu. However, after averaging
over the zero-point motionu, the final renormalized interaction de
pends solely uponr , the vector joining the center of zero-poin
motion distribution to the carbon atom. As discussed in the text,
renormalization modifies interaction parameters significantly.
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site, the ratio of (u/r )2, given by (u/r )25(0.24/3.52)
50.02, is small enough that it can be used as an expan
parameter.

The normalized interaction is the average of the instan
neous interactions, given in Eq.~B1!, over the zero-point
motions of the H atoms. Hence, the normalized potentia
given as

V̄CH~r !5E d3uuC~u!u2VCH
ins~R!5^0u f ~ ur2uu!u0&,

~B2!

whereC is the Gaussian function describing the zero-po
vibration listed in Eq. ~8!, which is determined self-
consistently within SCH approach as described below.

Using Taylor expansion, we can write

f ~ ur2uu!5 f ~r !2(
a

r a

r
f 8~r !ua1

1

2 (
a,b

F r ar b f 9~r !

r 2

1S da,b2
r ar b

r 2 D f 8~r !

r Guaub1O„~u/r !3
…,

~B3!

wherea,b are the Cartesian components,f 8(r ) and f 9(r )
are the first and second derivative off (r ), respectively, and
r a is theath component ofr . Averaging this expansion ove
the zero-point vibration of the H atom yields

V̄CH~r !5 f ~r !1
1

2 (
a,b

F r ar b f 9~r !

r 2
1S da,b2

r ar b

r 2 D f 8~r !

r G
3^0uuaubu0&. ~B4!

Here the linear term inu vanishes due to the inversion sym
metry of the Gaussian distribution assumed for the ze
point motion.

Now, for the first term off (r ),A2n /r 2n, we have

^0uA2n /r 2nu0&5A2n~r !/r 2n, ~B5!

where

A2n~r !5A2nS 11(
a,b

F2n~n11!

r 4
r ar b2

n

r 2
da,bG

3^0uuaubu0& D . ~B6!

For the second term,Be2Cr, we have

^0uBe2Cru0&5B~r !e2Cr, ~B7!
rl-

B

on

-

is

t

-

where the renormalized potential parameterB(r ) is

B~r !5BS 11
1

2 (
a,b

F r ar bC

r 2 F1

r
1CG2

C

r
da,bG

3^0uuaubu0& D . ~B8!

The last term̂ 0uuaubu0& in the equations above is relate
to the matrixG5(Ga,b) given in Eq. ~8! in terms of the
eigenvalues (va) and the vectors~U! of the local vibrational
modes of the H2 molecule. Renormalization of the potenti
proceeds via an initial guess for^0uuaubu0& which is used to
calculate the potential given above. Then the renormali
dynamical matrix is calculated numerically using finite d
placement technique:

D̄a,b5„d2V̄~r !/dr adr b…, ~B9!

and the corresponding eigenvectors and values are calcu
from the resulting dynamical matrixD̄;

D̄U5vU. ~B10!

The above eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then
iteratively to update the expectation values of the displa
ments,

^0uuaubu0&5
\

2m (
g

Ua,gUb,g /vg . ~B11!

This procedure is repeated with a new input of^0uuaubu0&
which is obtained by mixing the previous and current valu
~to accelerate the convergence!. The self-consistency is as
sumed to be obtained when the current values of
^0uuaubu0& do not change significantly from the previou
values. The details of thisself-consistent harmonicapproach
are given in Refs. 21–23.

A final remark is that for isotropic zero-point vibratio
~such as one in the octahedral crystal field of orientationa
disordered C60 molecules!, the averagê0uuaubu0& is simply
given as

^0uuaubu0&5
1

3
^u2&da,b , ~B12!

which simplifies the above renormalization equations cons
erably. However, for our purpose where C60 molecules are
orientationally ordered with local S6 symmetry, we cannot
use this simplification and we have to consider the full a
isotropic Gaussian function.
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